CASE STUDY

SPS New England Chooses
Net3 Technology for Disaster
Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)

ABOUT SPS NEW ENGLAND
SPS New England is one of the leading bridge,
highway, transit/railroad and marine contractors in
New England, Massachusetts. The SPS team has earned
an outstanding reputation for safely completing the
most challenging projects for the state DOTs, cities,
towns and private clients.

CHALLENGE

AT A GLANCE
Industry
Construction

Environment
8 VMs
12 TBs
HyperV
Physical servers + virtual
machines

When Net3 started discussions with SPS New England,
they were using a traditional backup and their only "DR
Plan" was the NAS located directly across the street.
They were all new to the business and after running
through tabletop exercises, they realized they did not
have DR capability.

Solution
Zerto DRaaS
Net3 DR Runbook
SCVMM as a Service
Minimal downtime

SOLUTION
Knowing SPS New Englands environment, budget and
goals, Net3 ensured that Zerto would offer the DR service,
low RPO's and low RTO's that they were seeking. By setting
Zerto up for both DR and backups, they were given the best
of both worlds.
SPS New England was given peace of mind by having their
data in the cloud with the ability to recover anywhere with
connection and an office space. The local storage allows
them to recover an individual application that is on a server
with multiple applications, which was key for them.
In addition to their DR solution, SPS New England received
Net3's assistance in creating a thorough Net3 DR Runbook.
They now have confidence that their DR plan can be

“We were able to justify the
expense knowing we were
getting a better product that
offered Disaster Recovery and
the ability to recover in
increments of 5 seconds - it's a
huge insurance policy for us. ”
Keith Allen
IT Specialist
SPS New England

executed by anyone on their team, regardless of technical
ability - with Net3 there to assist.

ABOUT NET3 TECHNOLOGY
Net3 Technology is a leading Cloud Services Provider that offers Cloud Backup, Disaster Recovery,
Cloud Production, Network Security, and Ransomware Protection paired with excellent customer
support - ensuring cloud confidence for IT teams nationwide. Contact us today to learn more!
www.n3t.com

